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Abstract

In this paper, we deal with Czech reflexive verbs from the lexicographic point of view. We show that the Czech reflexive morphemes se and si constitute different linguistic meanings: either they are formal means of the word formation process of the so-called reflexivization, or they are associated with the syntactic phenomena of reflexivity, reciprocity, and diatheses. All of these processes are associated with changes in the valency structure of verbs. We formulate a proposal for their lexicographic representation for the valency lexicon of Czech verbs, VALLEX. We make use of the division of the lexicon into a data component and a grammar component which represents a part of the overall Czech grammar. The data component stores information on valency structure of verbs in unmarked (active) structures. The grammar component consists of formal rules describing regular changes in the valency structure of verbs; these rules allow for the derivation of valency frames underlying the usages of verbs in marked structures (reflexive, reciprocal, deagentive and dispositional) from the valency frames corresponding to unmarked structures (non-reflexive, unreciprocal, and active).

Czech reflexive verbs thus represent an illustrative example of the lexical-grammar interplay: we demonstrate that a close interaction between the lexicon and the grammar is necessary for a representation of these verbs and they both are indispensable if such a representation is to be adequate and economical.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, the possibility of a lexicographic representation of the reflexivity of Czech verbs is described in detail. In Czech, the reflexives se and si are on the one hand formal means of word formation process of so-called reflexivization; on the other hand, they are associated with syntactic phenomena of reflexivity (in the narrow sense, also called “true reflexives”), reciprocity, and diatheses. According to their function, the reflexives se and si represent clitic morphemes corresponding either (ia) to components of verb lemmas (se and si), or (ib) to a component of verb form (only se), or (ii) to the personal pronoun se (with its inflected variant si and corresponding non-clitic variants sebe and sobě, respectively). As examples (1), (2), (3) and (4) with the verb zabit “to kill” show, both types of reflexives can occur with a single verb, constituting different linguistic meanings: in example (1), se is a component of the verb lemma zabit se “to kill (oneself)” (type (ia)); in examples (2) and (3), se is interpreted as the reflexive personal pronoun (however, expressing different meanings, true reflexivity and reciprocity, respectively, type (ii)); and example (4) illustrates se as a component of a verb form of the verb zabit “to kill” (type (ib)).

(1) Zabil se pádem ze střechy. (CNC, SYN2006pub)
   “killed – SEmorph – by falling – from roof.”
   Eng. He killed himself (unintentionally) by falling from the roof.
(2a) Zabil se vlastní zbraní ...
   “killed – SEpron – own – weapon ...”
   Eng. He killed himself with his own weapon ...
(2b) Zabil sebe vlastní zbraní.
   “killed – SEBEpron – own – weapon ...”
   Eng. He killed himself with his own weapon ...
(3a) Zabili se navzájem.
   “killed – SEpron – each other.”
   Eng. They killed each other.
(3b) Zabili sebe navzájem.
   “killed – SEBEpron – each other.”
   Eng. They killed each other.
(4) ... zabila se dvě vykrmená prasata a pečínka provoněla celý dům. (CNC, SYN2005)
   Eng. Two fattened pigs were killed and roast meat scented the whole house.

We show that the reflexives se and si belong to several different language phenomena which involve specific changes in the valency structure of verbs. As a consequence, they require to be represented in a lexicon in different ways. Here we describe the representation of these phenomena in the Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs, VALLEX.
1.1 Related Work

Reflexivity has been extensively studied in the theoretical linguistics since the 1980s. The research has focused on linguistic means encoding reflexivity, their interpretations and ambiguities in individual languages. Recently, this linguistic phenomenon has received considerable attention even from the cross-linguistic perspective (König & Gast, 2008, (Nedjalkov, 2007). Numerous analyses show that linguistic means expressing reflexivity are usually ambiguous as they fulfill diverse functions in individual languages and that drawing clear distinctions between these functions represents a tricky task. For these reasons, developing a satisfactory lexicographic representation of reflexivity – despite being highly beneficial esp. for natural language processing and foreign learners – remains rather challenging (Renau & Battaner, 2012).

In Czech, reflexivity encoded by the reflexives se and si represent widely debated phenomenon from both theoretical (Oliva, 2001; Panevová, 1999, 2007) and computational point of view (Oliva, 2003; Petkevič, 2013). Two primary functions of the Czech reflexives are determined: (i) the reflexives as components of verb lemmas or verb forms and (ii) the reflexives as the personal pronoun, see Section 1. However, despite the plenitude of studies focused on Czech reflexivity, testable criteria for their distinction have not yet been established. In most cases, the substitutability of the reflexives se and si with sebe and sobě, respectively, can be applied as an operational test for distinguishing the reflexive personal pronoun from se and si as the components of verb lemmas or verb forms. However, this test can fail esp. in cases where the substitution leads to stylistically unacceptable sentences or in cases of haplograpy, see Section 2.1. In such cases, we adopt solutions taking economy and systematicity of the lexicographic representation into account.

As we attempt a lexicographic representation of reflexivity in a lexicicon, let us introduce several lexical resources providing the information on these phenomena. First, LexIt, a large-scale lexical resource providing the automatically derived information on subcategorization and semantic properties of Italian verbs, nouns and adjectives stores the information on reflexivity as well (Lenci et al., 2012). Second, this type of information is also covered in Diccionario de enseñanza del español como lengua extranjera, DAELE, a Spanish learner's dictionary (Renau & Battaner, 2012). Third, FrameNet records the information on reciprocity of frame elements (linguistic phenomenon closely related to reflexivity) by adding special semantic frames indicating reciprocity (Ruppenhofer, et al., 2010).

For Czech, PDT-VALLEX, a valency lexicicon linked with word occurrences in the Prague Dependency Treebank 2.0 (PDT) (Hajič, et al., 2006), provides the information on valency behavior of verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs (Hajič, et al., 2003). Although the information on reflexivity and reciprocity of verbs is not explicitly recorded in this lexicicon, it can be easily extracted from PDT (if reflexive or reciprocal usages appear in the corpus). In addition, a fully automatically derived Czech Syntactic Lexicon (which is however not publicly available) was designed, providing the information on possible reciprocity, reflexivity and diatheses of verbs (Skoumalová, 2001).

1.2 VALLEX

The valency lexicicon of Czech verbs, VALLEX,1 is a collection of linguistically annotated data and documentation (Žabokrtský & Lopatková, 2007; Lopatková et al., 2008). It provides the information on valency structure of Czech verbs in their particular meanings / senses, possible morphological forms of their valency complementations and additional syntactic information accompanied with glosses and examples. In VALLEX, version 2, there are roughly 2,730 lexeme entries containing together around 6,460 lexical units (‘senses’). Verb lexemes were selected according to their frequency in the Czech National Corpus.2 The lexicon has been developed for both human users and NLP applications, and is therefore in three different formats: HTML, XML and printable versions.

In VALLEX, the valency theory developed within the theoretical framework of the Functional Generative Description (henceforth FGD) is used as the theoretical background for the description of valency of verbs, see esp. (Sgall et al., 1986, (Panevová, 1994)). According to this theory, valency complementations are divided into arguments (inner participants) and free modifications (adjuncts). They both can be obligatory or optional. The types of (verbal) arguments are distinguished mainly on the basis of the syntactic behavior of verbs. Five types of arguments have been determined – ‘Actor’ (ACTor, label ACT), ‘Patient’ (PATient, PAT), ‘Addressee’ (ADDRessee, ADDR), ‘Origin’ (ORIGin, ORIG), and ‘Effect’ (EFFect, EFF). In contrast to the arguments, free modifications are semantically distinctive, being identified on the basis of their syntactico-semantic functions.

In VALLEX, the key information on the valency structure of a given lexical unit is encoded in the form of valency frames. A valency frame is formed as a sequence of slots; each slot stands for one valency complementation and consists of its type (‘ACTor’, ‘ADDRessee’, etc.), possible morphemic forms and its obligatoriness (obligatory or optional). Further, each lexical unit can be characterized by additional syntactic information on, e.g., syntactico-semantic class membership, diatheses, reciprocity of valency complementations, reflexivity. This information is provided in special attributes attached to individual lexical units.

The lexicon is divided into the data and the grammar component; the latter stores rules describing regular syntactic properties of verbs and it represents a part of the overall grammar of Czech, see esp. (Kettnerová et al., 2012a). The close interplay of these two parts of the lexicon is demonstrated on the representation of the reflexives se and si in the following sections. First, the reflexives se and si as components of verb lemmas (i.e., as formal means of the word formation process of reflexivization) are discussed in detail, esp. the syntactic properties of reflexivization are described and their lexicographic description is outlined in Section 2. Second, the reflexive pronoun se as a formal means of reflexivity (in the narrow sense) and reciprocity is surveyed and its representation in the lexicon is introduced in Section 3. Finally, the

---

1 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/vallex/
2 http://www.korpus.cz/
reflexive `se` as a component of reflexive verb forms that is involved in two types of Czech diatheses is debated in Section 4. In conclusion, the lexical entry of the verb *zabít* “to kill” (illustrated in Section 1) is displayed.

2  Czech Morphemes `se` and `si` as Components of Verb Lemmas

In Czech, the reflexive morphemes *se* and *si* can represent freestanding components of verb lemmas of the so called reflexive verbs. In Czech, there are two types of reflexive verbs: (i) reflexive tantum verbs (Section 2.1) and (ii) derived reflexive verbs (Section 2.2).

2.1 Reflexive Tantum Verbs

The first type is represented by the so-called reflexive tantum verbs, i.e., the verbs that have no non-reflexive counterparts, e.g., *bát se* “to be afraid”, *smát se* “to laugh”, *stěžovat si* “to complain”, *zapamatovat si* “to remember”, *domnívat se* “to assume”, *chlubit se* “to boast”, *líbit se* “to like”, *ptát se* “to ask”, *zamilovat se* “to fall in love”, see examples (5) and (6). In the case of reflexive tantum verbs, the reflexive morpheme *se* or *si* is a part of the verb lemma representing the respective verb lexeme in the data component of the lexicon. Moreover, there are cases in Czech where a reflexive verb seemingly has a non-reflexive counterpart but these reflexive and non-reflexive verbs are not related by any derivational relation: the lexical meanings of these verbs are completely different, e.g. *dit se* “to happen” vs. *dit* “to tell”, *dopustit se* “to commit” vs. *dopustit* “to fill (with water)”, *hodit se* “to match” vs. *hodit* “to throw”, see examples (7)–(8). These are represented as separate verb lexemes (in separate lexical entries) in the valency lexicon.

(5a) *Jan se bojí zkoušky.*
“John – SEmorph – is afraid – of the exam.”
Eng. John is afraid of the exam.

(5b) *Jan bojí zkoušky.*
“John – is afraid – of the exam.”

(6a) *Hosté si stěžovali na špatnou stravu v hotelu.*
“guests – SImorph – complained – of bad food – at the hotel”
Eng. The guests complained about bad food at the hotel.

(6b) *Hosté stěžovali na špatnou stravu v hotelu.*
“guests – complained – of bad food – at the hotel”

(7) *Co se děje?*
“what – SEmorph – happens.”
Eng. What is happening?

(8) *Pravdu díš, odpovětil Petr.*
“the truth – you are telling – replied – Peter.”
Eng. “You are telling the truth,” replied Peter.

2.2 Derived Reflexive Verbs

Reflexive verbs of the second type are derived from non-reflexive verbs by adding the freestanding morpheme *se* or *si*. This process is called reflexivization, see esp. (Dokulil, 1986). In Czech, the reflexivization is a productive word formation process, which is largely syntactically motivated. Basically, two types of changes in valency structure of verbs are associated with this process (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Further, in rare cases, reflexivization does not involve any change in valency structure (Section 2.2.3).

2.2.1 Reflexivization Applied to Transitive Verbs Resulting in Reflexive Intransitive Verbs

When reflexivization is applied to transitive verbs, it results in reflexive intransitive verbs associated with specific shifts in the lexical meaning of verbs: whereas non-reflexive transitive verbs express intentional acts (9a), reflexive intransitive verbs prototypically indicate non-intentional acts (9b): the argument corresponding to the direct object (expressed by the accusative) of the transitve non-reflexive verb maps onto the subject (expressed by nominative) of the derived intransitive reflexive verb.

(9a) *Maminka vaří brambory.*
“mother – cooks – potatoesDobj-acc.”
Eng. The mother is cooking potatoes.

3 In case where a sentence contains more than one reflexive tantum verbs, the reflexive *se* can be subject to haplology: a single occurrence of the reflexive can be associated with two verbs, see the following example where both the verb *pokusit se* “to try” and *usmívat se* “to smile” are reflexive tantum verbs:

*Jan se pokusil usmívat.*
Eng. John tried to smile.

4 The act expressed by verbs denoting movement can be conceived as intentionally or unintentionally performed, e.g., *Petr opřel kolo o zeď*. Eng. Peter leaned the bike against the wall. (intentional act) – *Petr se opřel o zeď*. Eng. Peter leaned against the wall. (un/intentional act).
2.2.2 Reflexivation Applied to Verbs Implying Reciprocity

Reflexivation is also involved in the derivation of reflexive reciprocal verbs, i.e., verbs indicating reciprocity in their lexical meaning (Panevová & Mikulová, 2007). These verbs are derived by the reflexive morphemes se or si from verbs that imply (at least two) semantically homogeneous arguments, typically structured as ACTor (in nominative) and PATient or ADDRessee (expressed either by the accusative or by the dative), see examples (10a) and (11a), respectively. (As for reflexive pronouns in reciprocal constructions, see esp. Section 3.2.) Reflexive verbs indicating reciprocity are associated with specific changes in their valency structure: the argument of the non-reflexive verb that is expressed in the accusative or dative is expressed by a prepositional group with the reflexive verb indicating reciprocity, see examples (10b) and (11b), respectively.

(10a) Petr potkal Marii.
   “Peter – met – MaryPAT-acc.”
   Eng. Peter met Mary.

(10b) Petr se potkal s Marií.
   “Peter – SEmorph – met – with MaryPAT-s+instr.”
   Eng. Peter met with Mary.

(11a) Dědeček vypráví dětem pohádky.
   “the grandpa – tells – the childrenADDR-dat – fairy tales.”
   Eng. The grandpa is telling the children fairy tales.

(11b) Dědeček si vypráví s dětmi pohádky.
   “the grandpa – SImorph – tells – with the childrenADDR-s+instr – fairy tales”
   Eng. The grandpa and the children are telling each other fairy tales.

2.2.3 Reflexivation without Changes in Valency Structure

For a limited number of verbs, reflexivization does not result in any changes in either the valency structure or the meaning. The derivation by the morphemes se or si without clear syntactic or semantic motivation can be illustrated by the following examples (12) and (13).

(12a) Myslim, že je to dobře.
   “I think – that – is – it – good.”
   Eng. I think that it is good.

(12b) Myslim si, že je to dobře.
   “I think – SImorph – that – is – it – good.”
   Eng. I think that it is good.

(13a) Zítra začíná ve městě festival vína.
   “tomorrow – starts – in the town – a festival of wine.”
   Eng. Tomorrow a wine festival starts in the town.

(13b) Zítra se ve městě začíná festival vína.
   Eng. Tomorrow a wine festival starts in the town.

2.3 Representation of Reflexive Tantum and Derived Reflexive Verbs in the Lexicon

In the case of both reflexive tantum verbs and derived reflexive verbs, the reflexive morphemes se and si are represented in the data component of the lexicon as a part of their verb lemmas (Section 2.1, 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively). Derived reflexive verbs and their non-reflexive counterparts are recorded as separate verb lemmas (and thus separate lexical entries). Only derived reflexive verbs without syntactic changes (Section 2.2.3) are handled as variants of the respective non-reflexive verbs.

3 Czech Morphemes se and si as a Reflexive Pronoun

The reflexive se can also represent a personal pronoun (with the morphemic form se for accusative and si for dative, and their non-clitic variants sebe and sobě, respectively). The reflexive pronoun expresses reflexivity (in the narrow sense, Section 3.1) and reciprocity (Section 3.2).

3.1 Reflexivity

In cases where ACTor performs an action that is focused on himself/herself (also called “true reflexivity”), the reflexive pronoun se is used in Czech as a formal means of grammatical coreference, see esp. (Hajčová, et al., 1985, 1986, 1987): in these cases, the reflexive pronoun se stands for an argument of the verb that is referentially identical with ACTor in the subject position, examples (14) and (15). The form of the reflexive pronoun depends on the morphemic case of the
argument (se in the accusative and si in the dative). In the case of reflexivity, the clitic forms of the reflexive pronoun se/si can be replaced by their non-clitic variants sebe/sobě:5

(14a) Petr se myje.
   “PeterACT-Subj – SEpron-acc – washes.”
   Eng. Peter is washing himself.
(14b) Pete myje sebe (ale ne dítě).
   “PeterACT-Subj – washes – SEBEpron-acc – (but not the child).”
   Eng. Peter is washing himself (but not the child).

(15a) Marie si koupila k obědu sendvič.
   “MarieACT-Subj – SIpron-dat – bought – for lunch – a sandwich.”
   Eng. Mary bought herself a sandwich for lunch.
(15b) Sobě k obědu Marie koupila sendvič, dětem hranolky.
   “SOBĚpron-dat – for lunch – MarieACT-Subj – bought – a sandwich, – to the children – French fries”
   Eng. Mary bought a sandwich to herself and French fries to children for lunch.

Reflexivity is represented in the lexicon by a special attribute -rfl attached to relevant lexical units. In this attribute, the information about the possibility of the reflexive usage of some arguments is provided by the value cor3 (for arguments in the dative, example (15)) and cor4 (for arguments in the accusative), example (14)). Other forms (e.g., prepositional groups) are not explicitly marked in the lexicon as they are expressed only by long variants of the reflexive personal pronoun (which are not ambiguous).

3.2 Reciprocity

Further, the reflexive pronoun se can express reciprocity. Reciprocalization is a syntactic operation on two (or three) arguments of a verb which puts the involved arguments in the symmetry. The main conditions imposed on such arguments are (i) their semantic homogeneity and (ii) same status with respect to topic-focus articulation. Reciprocalization leads to specific changes in the valency structure of a verb: the involved argument expressed in a less prominent surface syntactic position is shifted to the more significant position (subject or direct object) of the other symmetrically used argument, see (Panevová, 1999, 2007) and (Panevová & Mikulová, 2007). The resulting surface syntactic structure is characterized by a “multiplied” subject (or direct object) which is filled by a coordination, example (16), morphological, example (17), or semantic plural (e.g., the collective noun in example (18)). The syntactic position of the shifted (less significant) argument is typically formally filled by the reflexive pronoun se (expressed in the appropriate case), see below.

(16a) Petr a Pavel se bijí.
   “Peter – and – Paul – SEpron-acc – beat.”
   Eng. Peter and Paul are beating each other.
(16b) Peta a Pavel bijí sebe navzájem.
   “Peter – and – Paul – beat – SEBEpron-acc – each other.”
   Eng. Peter and Paul are beating each other.
(17a) Děti se bĳí.
   “children – SEpron-acc – beat.”
   Eng. Children are beating each other.
(17b) Děti bĳí sebe navzájem.
   “children – beat – SEBEpron-acc – each other.”
   Eng. Children are beating each other.

In Czech, reciprocal constructions are created by two different types of verbs, by non-reciprocal verbs, i.e., by verbs that do not imply reciprocity in their lexical meaning (Section 3.2.1), and by inherently reciprocal verbs (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Verbs Not Implying Reciprocity

Many verbs in Czech can potentially express reciprocity although reciprocity is not implied in their lexical meaning, e.g., děkovat “to thank”, obviňovat “to accuse”, hrozit “to threaten”, pomáhat “to help”, vydirat “to blackmail”, examples (19) and (20). In such cases, the reciprocal constructions (as described above) are optionally accompanied with the lexical expressions vzájemně, navzájem, jeden druhý “each other”, and spolu “together”, emphasizing the reciprocal meaning.

5 The use of clitic and non-clitic variants of the reflexive pronoun is affected esp. by the topic-focus articulation – thus the possibility to replace clitic forms by non-clitic forms of the reflexive pronoun in a sentence is often conditioned by changes in word order; however, this issue is not addressed in this paper as it goes beyond its scope.

6 Compare also with Section 2.2.2 describing derived reflexive verbs that imply reciprocity in their lexical meaning.
The lexical expressions (explicitly) indicating reciprocity are, however, obligatory in reciprocal constructions created by reflexive tantum verbs that do not imply reciprocity. For instance, although the verbs smát se and vysmívat se “to laugh at” do not imply reciprocity, their ACTor and ADDRessee can be put in the symmetrical relation. In reciprocal constructions with these verbs, se represents the morpheme that is a component of the verb lemmas, not the reflexive pronoun (as it cannot be substituted with the non-clitic form sebe). The reciprocity therefore must be expressed by lexical means, see example (21a) and (22a). If no such lexical means is present, the construction is either not reciprocal (21b), or even not grammatical (22b):

(21a) Petr a Pavel se smáli jeden druhému.
“Peter and Paul – SEmorph – laughed – at each other.”
Eng. Peter and Paul were laughing at each other.

(21b) Petr a Pavel se smáli.
“Peter and Paul – SEmorph – laughed.”
Eng. Peter and Paul were laughing.

(22a) Petr a Pavel se vysmívali jeden druhému.
“Peter and Paul – SEmorph – laughed – at each other.”
Eng. Peter and Paul were laughing at each other.

(22b) Petr a Pavel se vysmívali.
“Peter and Paul – SEmorph – laughed.”

3.2.2 Verbs Implying Reciprocity

In addition, reciprocalization can be also applied to inherently reciprocal verbs. There are basically two types of such verbs: (A) verbs indicating reciprocity in their lexical meaning that might undergo the derivation of reflexive verbs indicating reciprocity (see Section 2.2.2) and (B) non-reflexive verbs that imply reciprocity of some of their arguments in their lexical meaning (e.g., soupeřit “to fight”, sousedit “to neighbor”).

In the case of (A), in addition to the derivation of reflexive reciprocal verbs (with the change of an accusative or dative complement into a prepositional group (see Section 2.2.2 and example (10), here repeated as (23)), the verbs can undergo “standard” reciprocal derivation, as in example (24a).

Here the question arises whether reciprocal constructions are derived from the non-reflexive potkat “to meet” (23a) or the reflexive verb potkat se “to meet” (23b). From the theoretical point of view, this question remains still open. The reflexive se in these constructions can be seen as the reflexive pronoun (as it can be replaced by its non-clitic variant sebe (24b)); however, the possible haplology of the morpheme se (Petkevič, 2013) makes the interpretation complicated and the theoretical interpretation of the derivation of these reciprocal constructions can differ, see also (Panevová, 2007).

For the practical implementation in the lexicon, we propose to derive the reciprocal constructions as in (24a) from the non-reflexive verbs (potkat for this case), not from its reflexive counterpart (potkat se) since this proposal allows us to use a single derivational rule for both types of verbs allowing for reciprocity (Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2A).

(23a) Petr potkal Marii.
“Peter – met – MaryPat-acc.”
Eng. Peter met Mary.

(23b) Petr se potkal s Marii.
“Peter – SEmorph – met – with MaryPat-s+instr.”
Eng. Peter met with Mary.

(24a) Petr a Marie se potkali (navzájem).
“Peter and Mary – SEpron-acc – met (each other)”
Eng. Peter and Mary met (each other).

(24b) Petr a Marie potkali sebe navzájem i další přáteli.
“Peter and Mary met – SEBEpron-acc – each other – and other friends.”
Eng. Peter and Mary met (each other) as well as other friends.

In the case of (B), non-reflexive verbs, changes in the valency structure (i.e., the “multiplication” of subject) are sufficient markers of reciprocity, and the reflexive pronoun is not present in the reciprocal structures (25).

(25) Týmy ČR soupeří o postup do finále. (= tým s týmem // mezi sebou/spolu)
Eng. The teams of the Czech Republic fight for the finals. (= each team with other teams)
3.3 Reciprocity in the Lexicon

Reciprocity of arguments is described in the data component of the lexicon in a special attribute -rcp providing the list of the arguments that can enter the symmetrical relation. Changes in the valency structure of verbs (including the use of lexical means for expressing reciprocity) are regular enough to be captured by formal rules. These rules are stored in the grammar component of the lexicon and they make it possible to automatically derive valency frames underlying reciprocal constructions, see (Kettnerová et al., 2012b).

4 Czech Morpheme se as a Component of a Reflexive Verb Form

Finally, the reflexive se can represent a freestanding morpheme that is a component of a reflexive verb form in two types of diatheses in Czech: (i) the deagentive diathesis (Section 4.1) and (ii) the dispositional diathesis (Section 4.2). Diatheses are relations between syntactic structures of a verb which differ in the grammatical category of voice, i.e., they are associated with specific morphological meanings of a verb.

In Czech, five specific morphological meanings are determined: passive, deagentive, resultative, dispositional, and recipient-passive meanings (Panevová et al., in print). The surface structure of a verb with active voice is considered to be the unmarked member of a diathesis, whereas the structure with the given verb characterized by some of the five above given meanings constitutes its marked member. Whereas the passive, resultative and recipient-passive meanings of verbs are formed by the auxiliary verbs být (passive and resultative d.), mít (resultative d.), and dostat (recipient-passive d.), respectively, plus past participle of a lexical verb, the deagentive and dispositional diatheses are associated with the reflexive verb form. This form is constituted by the active form of a verb and the freestanding morpheme se.

4.1 Deagentive Diathesis

Marked members of the deagentive diathesis prototypically imply agentive ACTor of the event expressed by the verb; however, the ACTor is never expressed in the surface structure. The use of the deagentive meaning of a verb results in specific changes in its valency structure. In Czech, deagentive meaning can be applied to both transitive and intransitive verbs; the reflexive verb form is limited to 3rd person. For a transitive verb, (i) ACTor is shifted from the subject position (expressed in the nominative) and (ii) the subject is filled with the argument of the verb corresponding to the direct object in the unmarked construction (prototypically an accusative object), as in (26). For an intransitive verb, the shift of ACTor away from the subject position results in a subjectless surface structure in which the verb has prototypical form of 3rd sg neutrum, as in (27).

(26a) Dělníci opravují silnici.
   “workersACT-Subj-nom – repair – the roadPAT-Dobj-acc.”
   Eng. Workers repair the road.
(26b) Silnice se opravuje.
   “the roadPAT-Subj-nom – SEmorph – repairs.”
   Eng. The road is being repaired.
(27a) Lidé na večírku tancí.
   “PeopleACT-Subj-nom – at the party – danced.”
   Eng. People danced at the party.
(27b) Na večírku se tancílo.
   “at the party – SEmorph – danced3rd-sg-neutr.”
   Eng. At the party, there was some dancing.

4.2 Dispositional Diathesis

As in the case of the deagentive diathesis, the marked members of the dispositional diathesis indicate human ACTor that is shifted from the subject position (in the nominative). This position is filled by the argument corresponding to the direct object position of a transitive verb, see example (28); in the case of an intransitive verb, dispositional meaning of the verb results in a subjectless surface structure (with the 3rd sg neutrum verb form), see example (29). In contrast to the deagentive diathesis, ACTor can be optionally expressed as an indirect object expressed by the dative. The marked members of dispositional diathesis are characterized by the presence of evaluative adverbs; thus if ACTor is expressed in the surface structure, it can be interpreted as an evaluator, see examples (28) and (29).

(28a) Petr četl tuto knihu.
   “PeterACT-Subj-nom – read – this bookPAT-Obj-acc.”
(28b) Odsuzujete se k pěti letům vězení.
   “Sentence2nd-pl-masc/fem – SEmorph/pron – to five year's imprisonment.”
   Eng. You are sentenced to five year's imprisonment. // You sentence yourself to five year's imprisonment.
(29a) Léčím se u doktora Nováka.
   “Treat1st-sg – SEmorph/pron – at the doctor Novák.”
   Eng. I am treated at doctor Novák. // I treat myself by doctor Novák.

With respect to the low frequency and lexical constraints on the lexical expression of arguments, these Czech constructions can be regarded as close to idioms. For this reason, we leave their representation in the lexicon aside.
4.3 Representation in the Lexicon

The changes in the valency structure of verbs in both deagentive and dispositional diatheses involve changes in morphemic forms of the arguments affected by surface shifts. These changes are regular enough to be captured by formal rules, which are stored in the grammar component of the lexicon. In the data component, only valency frames corresponding to the unmarked (active) uses of a verb are recorded. The optional attribute -diat is attached to each relevant valency frame in the data component (see Figure 1); it provides the information on applicability of the specific morphological meaning(s). On the basis of the formal rules (see Figure 2), the valency frames corresponding to marked structures of diatheses can be automatically derived (Kettnerová et al., 2012b).

Figure 1: Example of two lexical units of two lexemes zabíjetimpf, zabítdef “to kill” and zabíjetimpf se, zabítdef se “to kill oneself, to die” in the data component of the Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs, VALLEX.

5 Conclusion

We have discussed the possibility of a lexicographic representation of Czech reflexive verbs. We have shown that reflexivity should be described in different ways, depending on the function of the reflexive morphemes se and si: (i) Reflexive tantum verbs and derived reflexive verbs (where se/si is a part of a verb lemma) are stored as separate verb lexemes (represented by separate verb lemmas) in the data component of the lexicon. (ii) The possibility of a verb to be used in reflexive constructions (in the narrow sense) and in reciprocal constructions (where se is the personal pronoun coreferring to the subject) is marked in the special attributes -rfl and -rcp, respectively, assigned to relevant lexical units in the data component. For reciprocal constructions, formal rules stored in the grammar component make it possible to automatically derive respective valency frames. (iii) Similarly, the possibility of a verb to undergo deagentive or
dispositional diathesis (where se is part of the verb form) is marked in the attribute -diat assigned to each relevant lexical unit in the data component; formal rules stored in the grammar component enable the derivation of the valency frames underlying the marked members of the diatheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Deagent</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>verbform</td>
<td>replace (active v → reflexive v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>delete (nom → reflexive)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAT</td>
<td>replace (acc → nom)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary:
1. The verb form changes from active to reflexive (adding the reflexive se).
2. ACTor cannot be expressed in the surface syntactic structure.
3. The morphemic expression of PATient changes from the accusative into the nominative (and shifts to the subject position).

Figure 2: Example of a formal rule in the grammar component of the Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs, VALLEX – the rule describing the deagentive diathesis.
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